
Mobieus  Systems  takes  the
guesswork out of integrating
“The  Cloud”  for  small
businesses and organizations,
letting you reap the benefits
If you are a business owner, you surely understand the power
and necessity of computers to remain relevant in today’s fast-
paced economy. Perhaps you have integrated them to an extent
but find the cost of upgrades to hardware and software are a
burden. Finding the timely support you need in the face of
complications may be difficult and exhausting or perhaps you
are simply unsure how fully integrating modern technology will
benefit your business.

“The Cloud” is something we’ve all heard of but to many, the
benefits of integrating it into your workflow are vague or
unclear. Walter Chomak, owner and CEO of local Cloud Service
Provider Mobieus, wants to take the guesswork out of joining
this technological revolution and help your business thrive to
its fullest extent.
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Mobieus Systems is headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts but
has  roots  in  New  Bedford.  Walter  is  a  New  Bedford  High
graduate and grew up right here in the Southcoast. Founded in
2011  by  Microsoft  and  IBM  alumni,  it  aims  to  bring  the
knowledge gained designing for major enterprise data centers
to small businesses and organizations like yours. Price and
technical barriers should not prevent you from integrating a
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service  that  will  allow  you  to  run  your  business  more
effectively and save money in the process. Sound too good to
be true? It’s not.

Chomak explains, “The traditional desktop is expensive and is
holding  back  productivity.  Our  virtual  desktop  solution,
mCloud, is designed to save you money and increase workplace
efficiency while maintaining a super secure environment which
can be accessed from any device on the go – laptops, tablets,
mobile phones, etc. – so you are no longer bound to a specific
computer to get your job done.”

Another beauty of a virtual desktop solution is that it can
make  otherwise  obsolete  computers  relevant  again.  When
prompted  for  real-world  examples  of  Mobieus  Systems’
effectiveness, Chomak was pleased to share one of his recent
successes.

“Saint John Paul II Catholic Academy had over two hundred old
computers slated for disposal because they were too old to
upgrade and the cost to purchase new ones was too large. With
mCloud,  we  were  able  to  resurrect  the  old  computers  and
redeploy them into all their classrooms. They are now running
our Zero Touch software and can connect to a private cloud
running  the  latest  software  and  applications,  unlocking
potential that the administration had thought was lost. Costs
plummetted, computer usage skyrocketed and both students and
faculty became much more productive because they had necessary
applications running simply and securely.”
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Another example Chomak was eager to share illustrates the
simplicity users experience in adopting this technology. He
described the day mCloud went live at Trinity Catholic Academy
in Brockton. He had just finished setting up when students
entered the lab and excitedly jumped on the computers and
started working. They were children of 10-13 years and no
additional  instruction  was  needed.  The  simplicity  of  the
design had manifested in reality and the students were proof
that mCloud was as easy to use as Mobieus had promised.

Chomak’s  experience  in  this  field  is  extensive.  Before
starting  Mobieus,  he  worked  as  a  Senior  Consultant  with
Microsoft for over six years, specializing in Cloud technology
before the term “Cloud” had even been coined. His ability to
customize a working environment so customers do not feel they
need to compromise their needs is bar none. Beyond his team’s
commitment to the customer experience, Chomak says the company
stands by their products, offering no contract pricing and no
minimums. The software is packed with features that other
companies  normally  charge  for  and  the  team  at  Mobieus  is
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dedicated to assisting their clients every step of the way.
“Customer service is something we take very seriously.”

At the end of the day, Mobieus exists to reduce operational
costs  and  increase  productivity  for  companies  looking  to
conserve capital. Businesses typically see 30-50% reduction in
operational  expenses  after  migrating  to  a  hosted  virtual
desktop solution. They offer a pay-as-you-go model with no
upfront capital required. Your IT department will spend less
time on day-to-day tasks and with no infrastructure to manage
and  support,  you  can  focus  on  business  development  and
innovation. If having more time and money to dedicate to your
business sounds good, you’ll want to consider the benefit of
letting Mobieus Systems design a cloud-based work environment
that will work for you.
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_________________________________________________________

Mobieus Systems, LLC
470 Atlantic Avenue
4th Floor
Boston, MA 02210
Phone: 800-691-6774

https://twitter.com/mobieusllc


Email: info@mobieus.com
Twitter:


